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In terms of utility, however, many competitors are still better. When BMW introduced the X5
seven years ago, many viewed it as a betrayal of the company's spirit. That can't be good. All
evidence points to the new BMW X5 being significantly better in almost all categories. This
second-generation crossover SUV is 7. That's enough room for BMW to shove in a third-row
seat -- albeit one that's strictly for small children only. The steel unibody chassis is all-new and
features a robust new front suspension with aluminum upper and lower wishbones rather than
BMW's traditional MacPherson struts. The payoff is increased handling agility, says BMW. For
power, the X5 is once again equipped with a six- or eight-cylinder engine. The inline six-cylinder
is BMW's latest magnesium-and-aluminum 3. The hp, 4. As wonderfully as the first X5 drove,
this new one drives even better. There's more suspension compliance over bumps and harsh
pavement, yet the vehicle is still quite agile and responsive when driven aggressively on curvy
roads. The interior is also larger and even better-looking. Overall, we're impressed with the new
BMW X5. For Bimmer-philes and driving enthusiasts needing a midsize luxury SUV, it's the
obvious choice. But other SUV shoppers will want to consider all their options. When the
original X5 debuted, it was pretty much the only game in town if you wanted an SUV that felt
even remotely sporty when driven on pavement. Many of them cost less and offer better utility.
Both models come standard with inch wheels, adaptive xenon HID headlights, rain-sensing
wipers with heated washer jets, power front seats, dual-zone automatic climate control, the
iDrive system control interface and a glove-box-mounted CD player. The 4. Additional
equipment is offered through a variety of option packages. The Sport Package adds an active
suspension system, inch wheels and sport front seats. The Premium Package includes a
panoramic sunroof, auto-dimming mirrors, Bluetooth connectivity and the BMW Assist
emergency communications system; on the 3. The Technology Package features park distance
control, a rearview camera and a navigation system with real-time traffic updates. Other
significant options include inch wheels, a power liftgate late availability , upgraded front
seating, a separate rear climate control system, active steering, a premium audio system, a rear
entertainment system and the third-row seat. The BMW X5 3. It's backed by a six-speed
automatic transmission with a manual-shift mode feeding BMW's xDrive all-wheel-drive system.
The X5 4. BMW claims the 3. All X5s come equipped with front seat-mounted side airbags and
head-protecting side-curtain airbags for the first and second rows. Antilock disc brakes and a
stability control system with a rollover sensor are also standard. Front and rear parking sensors
are optional on all BMW X5s. Some competitors offer more utility and many are more adept
off-road, but the X5 does an amazing job of taking the sensations and talents of BMW's
legendary sport sedans and translating them over to the SUV world. The new X5's interior is one
of the most elegant BMW has ever built. The dash is gently curved, with elegant wood inlays,
generously sized air vents, oversized instrumentation and a truly gorgeous soft-feeling top that
unifies the whole design. The only sour notes are the all-in-one iDrive controller and the
optional third-row seat. Despite recent improvements, the iDrive system still annoys many
drivers with its complexity, and the third-row seat is acutely lacking in spaciousness, even
compared with those in other midsize crossover SUVs. With the second- and third-row seats
folded, the X5 has 75 cubic feet of cargo space available, which is about average for this class
of vehicle. It's just that, like its predecessor, the new X5 is one of those vehicles that's kind of
tall, has four side doors, all-wheel drive and other, you know, SUV-like characteristics. We call
the "four-door coupe" Mercedes CLS a sedan, too. We're just like that. However fine a hair BMW
might be splitting with its alternative acronym, the original X5's combination of sporty handling
and limited utility made it distinctly different from any other SUV of the time. Thanks largely to
the X5's success, that's certainly less true today. Its look is familiar. The little ducktail detail on
the tailgate remains, as do the tailpipes that exit from the rear bumper cover. But now sharp
creases break the flow of the X5's curved panels in a curiously pleasant way. This surface
drama also gives the X5 more than a passing resemblance to a tomatillo with its husk still
intact. The new X5 has grown slightly taller and wider, but it's really only the stretched overall
length that changes the look of the thing. It is 7. The result is a more planted, station-wagonlike
appearance compared to the tall-and-tippy look of the original X5. This subtly more stable look
accurately telegraphs the evolutionary changes of the X5's driving behavior. Ride, handling,
whip and whoa If the original X5 had a major fault, it was its sometimes flinty ride. But the '07
model barrels down the highway with the stability and serenity of a large luxury sedan. This is
particularly impressive given that the standard wheels on all X5s 3. And it hasn't traded any of
its signature handling prowess for this improved comfort. In fact, the X5 handles brilliantly. The
narrow, rain-soaked roads we drove should have made driving this pound SUV feel like riding a
pig wearing roller blades. Yet, even without the optional sport package electronically adjustable
dampers, trick antiroll bars, inch wheels , we could place the X5 with surprising accuracy. The
front end bites with unexpected tenacity and will hold its line without correction. It's easy to

flow smoothly through transitions without the disconcerting weight transfers normally
associated with SUVs. How much of this can be attributed to the new double-wishbone front
suspension the first non-strut front on a BMW since , we cannot say. Although a new
horsepower 3. The new 4. Paired with the new quick-shifting six-speed automatic, the X5 4.
That's almost a half-second quicker than the old V8 model despite a weight increase of pounds.
As we've come to expect from the X5, and from BMW in general, braking performance is
excellent. To compensate for its increased heft, the company has enlarged the new model's
brake discs, by about half an inch up front and almost a full inch in the rear. More utility ability
And hey, the cargo hold of the X5 is now larger than that of the 5 Series wagon, something that
could not be said of the original. So there is a little "U" in this SAV. Into this slightly larger rear,
the company will install what it calls a "third row of seats. Even BMW doesn't recommend that
anyone taller than 5 feet, 5 inches sit back there. In truth, no human should be forced to. Unless
you regularly carry scale adult passengers or have children badly in need of punishment, forget
them. The interior is a new design and is handsome and comfortable, with a particularly nice
driving position â€” halfway between a Land Rover LR3 and a BMW sedan. The materials are of
excellent quality and the craftsmanship is top-notch. Rear-seat legroom is excellent.
Ay-yi-iDrive The only sour notes in the interior are on the center console, where both an iDrive
knob and a heavily designed electronic shifter have found a home. Despite half a decade on the
market, iDrive is no more intuitive than it was at introduction. The shifter, which is roughly the
shape of a New York strip steak, operates something like the little spring-loaded stalk shifter of
the 7 Series. You toggle forward for Reverse, backward for Drive and push a button on top for
Park. BMW says that the shifter's oddness allows for more center console space, compared to a
conventional automatic shifter. The company says this made room for two sizable cupholders.
Indeed there are two cupholders. They are not, however, as large as those in many vehicles with
conventional shifters. And they are not, as the company claims, Big Gulp-ready. But as Tom
Purves would surely point out, utility was never really the point of the X5. It still isn't. With more
luxury, surer handling and just a pinch of additional utility, the new X5 remains atop that niche
â€” whatever you call it. Edmunds attended a manufacturer-sponsored event, to which selected
members of the press were invited, to facilitate this report. Available styles include 3. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used BMW X5.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Some may still
find the ride too firm, impractical third-row seat, high price, iDrive still more hassle than it's
worth. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. A second-generation X5 finally appears after a seven-year run by the original.
The new model is larger and benefits from a more sophisticated chassis design, sleeker exterior
styling and an optional third-row seat that ups the total passenger count -- at least theoretically
-- to seven. Read more. Write a review See all 70 reviews. I bought this 07 truck used with 89k
miles from a local Lexus dealer. I thought great! It made me confident that it would be a reliable
car if the dealership warranty a used vehicles. First off, i love the way this car looks. I
considered it cosmetically flawless for an 07 truck. Shines like a pretty penny. It came with 3rd
row seats and 2nd row entertainment dvd center. I've owned 3 bmw sedans in the past and
loved it. In the first 3 months I've noticed few things. Power steering was a bit heavy. No spare
tire with 3rd row option which was expected, but they dont even have a jack? Once the 3
months passed, the problems begins. It has been continuing issues after issues that never
ends. I've owned this truck for a year now and put on less than 5k miles on it and it's time to get
rid of it before it becomes more of a money pit. Something about the yaw control that makes the
vehicle jerk during take off from a dead stop when the car is still cold in the first 30 mins of
driving it. Now the passenger climate control only blows warm air even when the AC is in full
blast but the driver side blows cold. Air suspension deflates over night and you can hear the
pump running when you first open the door to inflate it and level the rear of the car. Now it
deflates after it sat for about hours. Driver passenger LED tail light went out. No way to fix it, but
replace the whole tail light assembly. Dvd navigations takes a long time to load and it gets really

warm. Rear camera clarity is soo poor that at night it was unuseable. It started leaking oil. Came
to find out, the head gasket needed to be replaced. While replacing the head gasket the brittle
breather hose needed to be replace because it was guarantee to be broken when you have to
take this hose out to remove the head gasket. It never ran the same since then. Rough idles
when its cold for about 30 seconds then it was fine. Now the water pump is out and
recommeded to replace the thermostat while its being fix. The water pump is plastic electric
design and the thermostat is also enclosed in plastic housing assembly. And the location of the
water pump and thermostat is impossible to get to that you have to remove the wheels and
wheel well to give a little more room to get to it. And 3. Right stage two brake light keeps
coming on, ive replaced all the bulbs and still comes on intermittently. Lastly, the truck goes to
neutral from drive position when you just started moving from a complete stop in the middle of
the street while the engine is still running. You cannot just throw it back into drive, you need to
press the brake pedal, turn it off and restart the car to put it back in drive. It happened 3 to 4
times so far when my wife was driving it and was afraid that she would get rear ended cus other
drivers doesn't know that your car just stopped in neutral position. Called BMW and ofcourse
you know the answer to this. This is the first time they are hearing about it when hundreds of
others online experiencing the same problems with this safety issue. No oil dip stick. Computer
monitors shows how much oil you have. No engine temp gauge unless you unlock certain
computer codes to display it on your cluster gauge. Time to get rid of it before something else
major needs fixing. Heres the good. Great looking truck! Easy do it your self oil change and
filter. No issues with little problems all has been big jobs. Every features works with no issues
like heated seats, power windows, mirrors and locks, sunroof and etc. So sad to get rid this
beautiful truck, but i can't afford for the unknown with this much major problems with only less
than 5k miles in a year. Read less. Our X5 was bought new in February and regularly maintained
thereafter. It was our fourth Bimmer and, probably, our last. The car was comfortable, had good
performance, and good looks. The I-drive was OK and there were enough knobs and buttons to
help you avoid using it. Panoramic sunroof was great, wished we'd used it more often. The first
several years were uneventful, just what you want in a car. The last few, however, were anything
but. We got to the point where we were afraid to take it out for more than miles. That was the
beginning, leaks began showing underneath the car. Not only oil but brake fluid, power steering
fluid, etc. Our local, well-regarded BMW specialist said to get it steam cleaned top and bottom
so they could assess where the leaks were coming from. After the steam cleaning our mechanic
wouldn't return my phone calls, I think he knew he could only give me very bad news if they put
it up on their lift. The steam cleaner said not to drive the car very far after the cleaning because
the leaks looked to be numerous. With great relief we traded it in on a new Acura RDX last week
after having driven it 98, miles. Falls apart after 50k Miles! There were bugs the first year or two
but the dealer would provide a loaner so it was not a problem. The dealership staff was
courteous and helpful. The problems really started after 50k miles. I missed a flight when the
electrical system went haywire. Turns out, it did not like syncing with my phone. So no
bluetooth phone to car now. Went out on road full of curves and hills but vehicle won't let you
drive it if it thinks something is wrong. Very dangerous situation resulted. Had to sit on steep
angle side of road. Very Disappointed - Definitely not worth the money. I purchased a used BMW
X5 less than 1 year ago. They have replaced the transmission, the radiator, solenoid valve twice,
latch on 3rd seat broke off completely, brake fluid flush, and I'm heading back into the service
department this week bcuz the CEL is on again for the 3rd time in 7 weeks. Write a review. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the X5. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
daves volvo page
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

